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As usual (in all my work) none of this is new. Mixes ideas from earlier work I’ve done on hypertext, workspaces, and database composition.

Texts are still primarily artifacts.

Our infrastructure for texts is evolving, but still very creaky
Responses manually generated
Majority of readers do not communicate back to initial text
What will happen when our texts become more concretely networked?

It’s just starting to happen.
Intertextuality was the first step. That’s not going to go away. I mentioned before, this is all about hypertext, which I thought I was done talking 
about ten years ago.

The second step is the Internet, which supports a restricted form of hypertext. The Web is only suggestion of potential. Think about all the texts you 
deal with in a day: email, IM, Websites, documents you’re working on in Microsoft Word or Open Office or whatever.

Not to mention all the freaking paper we still deal with: newspapers, books, billboards, magazines, journals, lovenotes.

The bulk of those are still relatively disconnected from the larger network. There are some facilities for connecting up an email message to an 
appointment, for example, or using programs like DevonThink, where you can throw every bit of electronic text you receive (web pages, email 
messages, Word docs, RTF files, jpegs, movies, mp3s,), to have it collected in a loose database and indexed for easy storage, retrieval, and 
interconnect.

Still, what percentage of texts that you deal with on a daily basis actually REALLY support interconnection? And even if they do, how often do 
you make the effort to actually interconnect something? If you’re like me or most of the people I’ve asked about this, not very often

So, despite all the best works of Web and Eastgate (props to both companies), hypertext has still not gone very far.

This talk is about stuff that’s about twenty years out, or so. Maybe more, maybe less. It’s about RFIDs, those new computer chips that John Ashcroft 
wants to put in your passport and Wal-Mart is putting in every product (and sometimes using to check on you when you pick up a bottle of shampoo 
off the shelf with a tiny ccd camera--they said they were going to stop, really. Because I guess they won’t need to use the camera, since RFIDs are 
going to be in your passport, the SpeedPass wand on your keychain, on your University or Corporate ID card, your cellphone, whatever. 

Actually, this talk really has very little to do specifically with RFIDs, but with the larger issue of automated interconnectivity. Which brings us to 
“spimes,” a concept somewhat further up on the hierarchy above RFIDs and smartdust and SpeedPass and Homeland Security Fucking Passports.

Oh, I almost forgot to mention. The last, real title to the talk. You probably have the RFID and Spimes part, but I should explain “postmodernism 
wins”. Postmodernists have long been accused of being unrealistic because the assume the whole world is just a text. Well, with RFIDs and Spimes 
and all that stuff, they might be right--not just at some high falutin’ theory bunny level, but on the operational level. (This excites me, because I lean 
toward postmodernism, but it also scares the hell out of me, all at the same time. I couldn’t buy drugs like this.)



(or)
 Where’s

My Flying Car?



http://www.deadmedia.org/notes/33/332.html
The Various and Ingenious Machines of Agostino 
Ramelli* ("Le Diverse et Artificiose Machine Del 
Capitano Agostino Ramelli")
Translated by Martha Teach Gnudi; Annotations and 
Glossary by Eugene S. Ferguson.
Scholar Press and Johns Hopkins University Press,
 1976 Reprinted by Dover Books, 1994
(ISBN 0-486-28180-9)

Agostino Ramelli (1531-1608?) was an Italian 
engineer who served under King Henry III of F
rance and Poland. Many of his inventions were 
military in nature == scissoring battering rams, 
mechanical bridges, and screwjacks to force apart 
bars of a castle's portcullis, for example. In this book 
of nearly two hundred engravings, there is only one 
data access device: the Book Wheel.

Ramelli says:

"This is a beautiful and ingenious machine, 
very useful and convenient for anyone who 
takes pleasure in study, especially those who 
are indisposed by gout. For with this machine 
a man can see and turn through a large number of
 books without moving from one spot. Moreover, it 
has another fine convenience in that it occupies very 
little space in the place where it is set, as anyone of
 intelligence can clearly see from the drawing."



http://www.flickr.com/photo_zoom.gne?id=47670267&size=o
Strahav Monastery Library



http://www.flickr.com/photo_zoom.gne?id=401434085&size=o



http://www.flickr.com/photo_zoom.gne?id=237226739&size=o
incunabula; exhibit at U of S Florida Library Special Collections



http://www.flickr.com/photo_zoom.gne?id=143861781&size=o

Found in The Victim by Saul Bellow. 1965 Paperback edition by 
Signet Books







When I look at the Web today, and how we write, I still think, “Where’s my flying car?”



JMO Brno, Czech Republic
http://pruned.blogspot.com/2007/02/super-versailles.html



Bruce Sterling, Shaping Things
A brief prehistory of spimes
Artifact
Product
Gizmo
Spime
Note: expand specific slides to include more concrete examples of each



Text as Artifact
Simple, artificial object
Made by hand
Used by hand
Created one at  time, locally
Scrolls, manuscripts

Interactivity: some with object, less with social



Text as Product (mass production)

Widely distributed
Anonymously and uniformly manufactured in massive quantities
Assembly line
Economies of scale
Texts: printed books

Add: Interactivity
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Here are two bad snapshots of two of the something like thirteen bookshelves in our house that fall within the four foot to six foot range. This 
is in addition to the floor-to ceiling, twelve-foot-long set of bookshelves in my office on campus. 

So we have some interest invested in print, still. (I didn’t even show you the several hundred pounds of magazines that we probably should 
throw out, but they all have at least one article we think we might use eventually. And, invariably, if I throw one out, we do.
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Delicious Library. 

Mac application that allows users to catalogue all their books, dvds using a simple web cam to read UPC codes. Delicious looks up the book’s 
information at a site like Amazon, provides users with cover images, etc. 

Used primarily as an individual cataloguing system (location of books, who borrowed them, etc.)



Text as Gizmo

Text becoming Gizmo (The present)

Highly unstable
User alterable
Baroquely multifeatured
Commonly programmable
Requires much learning, effort for use
Text: hypertext

Add: Interactivity



But what happens as we move into spime?
Informational support is extensive
Beginning and ending as data
Generate extensive data in localized use
Eminently data-mineable
Text: Forthcoming

Interactivity: Extensive. Spimes generate new information at the point of inception, and continue to do so until they are destroyed. In Sterling’s 
examples, he talks about shoes and wine bottles being encoded with all sorts of information as objects are created: detailed contents, 
production techniques, additional information on how to upgrade or use objects, instructions on how to dispose of old wine bottles or worn-out 
tennis shoes. As they’re used, they can transmit information on how they’re being consumed (tread wear, 



RFIDs are approaching the physical size of dust ... motes. These are shots of a new sample 
from Hitatchi, 0.4 mm in size; there are already samples half that size—0.2 mm, which is in 
the 100th of an inch range. We’re starting to get down to invisible to the naked eye when 
viewed in context. These could be in your food and you wouldn’t know it. So why not our 
texts?
http://www.theharrowgroup.com/articles/20031006/20031006.htm



Photo from vorjales at flickr.com CC attribution license.. 

Text as Spime:
(describe spimes: objects that generate and take in data about themselves, their siblings, their lifecycles)

Ubiquitous computing: computer disappears into objects
RFIDs (and extensions)
Blogjects: Objects that blog (your shoes, your car, you dog ... your books)
Spimes have histories, can be precisely tracked, 
“Auto-googling objects” 
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What do texts as spimes allow?

• Extensive feedback on how texts are used
• Enacting a constant, ongoing usability test 

of texts
– Automatic feedback
– Time readers spend in each section
– What texts the original text is connected to

• An extension of web server logs



And what else?

• Spiders, ‘bots, etc. on the Web: Web texts 
are already “auto-googling objects”

• “The book is reading you.” (Ben Vershbow 
at if:book)

• Readers may want to opt out of 
contributing. (Would they? Would you? 
On a text-by-text basis?)

Massive issues of privacy
“the book is reading you” (Ben Vershbow)









http://www.flickr.com/photo_zoom.gne?id=236295496&size=o
Imperial War Museum, London. South African Apartheid Era Passbook.



http://hasbrouck.org/blog/archives/
001003.html





http://amal.net/rfid.html



Amal’s auto-unlocking doorlatch (devices used for car doors, apartment door, in-home safe)



So What?
• Automatic feedback from readers (individual and 

aggregate)

• Technorati-style feeds for all texts

• Development of an infrastructure for text spimes 
(XML and RSS?)

• Database composition

• Reading is now a transmittive act, not just 
receptive

• Reading is (automatically) a form of writing

For me:
With spimes at a micro (page) level, would allow me to gather rough information about time spent per page my large (ok, small) groups of users. Feedback 
on what’s seen as useful/important/offensive.
Spimes as books would also provide us with a platform for enacting database writing: Texts become assemblages of other texts. Very leaky assemblages that can be “borrowed” 
from various sources and recombined with other text fragments without regard for clumsy, manual citation systems. The act of reading a text then includes the ability—
something the Web and hypertext promised us, but never delivered—to move from quotation to source to quotation, back and forth. Ted Nelson worked out a system for all of 
this in the 1960s and 70s, called Project Xanadu, which unfortunately never really made it off the ground (leaving us with a relatively limited Web space that works great due to 
its simplicity—but it’s still hampered by its old-fashioned approach to writing and reading.

Most of us are actually in the dark about this, unless a reader initiates a conversation: tells us something they liked, attacks us for a specific passage, via 
f2f, email, or in a journal article. How can we increase the conversation?
In a fully spimed, textual world, other users’s spime texts would automatically generate feedback if they cited or referred to our own texts. (Sort of like a 
technorati RSS feed or a google search, but wider. Obviously, we’re close to this already.) 
For readers, they’re beginning to enter into the conversation more fully, just by the act of reading: Reading becomes transmissive rather than simply 
receptive, at a functional level. (And reading itself gains new status, in the way the Neilsen families are frequently proud of their influence on ratings.) 
When spime functions are fully implemented, readers might be more encouraged to enter fully into conversations, writing their own texts to support their 
acts of reading. 


